1. Introduction. In the present note we exhibit a generalizationto universal algebras-of the familiar structure of free Boolean algebras, particularly the free algebras of a finite number of generators. The result here established is a ready consequence of the principal structure theorem for (universal) "93-algebras" (Foster [l; 2] ; see also below) ; from these references we recall several orienting essentials. A "primal" (universal) algebra $3 = (P, ox, o2, ■ ■ • )-of species Sp -is one which is f.s.c. and not isomorphic with Io, the one-element algebra. Among the profusion of known primal algebras we here recall (Io) (7"2, X, ""), the two element Boolean algebra, and more generally (2°) (7"p, X,"*), where X, "* are respectively the product and £~ = l+£ in (Fp, X, +), the prime field of characteristic p. Again, for any integer n> 1, (3°) (Pn, X, "*), the basic Post algebra of order n (Rosenbloom [4] ; Foster [l; 2]). Further we have (4°), (£?", X, ""*), any "group frame": here (G", X) is (G\ X)-any finite group of order n -1 and with its identity denoted by 1-augmented by a null element, 0, where 0X£ = £X0 = 0 (£GG), and £~ is defined as (1) n' = order of JF*(©) = nn .
In particular $*(©) is thus a finite 93-algebra. From (2) of Theorem 1 we then have: for some integer /, 
